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Letters, articles, pictures, copies of "God Save The Queen" (A&M only, please) etc. are always
welcome - please send to the Editor at the address opposite.  Technology being what it is these
days, we can cope with most file formats readable by a PC (text in ASCII or Word v6.0 preferred),
but if you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.

The Editor W rites...

This Issue's Cover

Well, we couldn't resist it!  For a while Tina has been saying things like "if recumbent manufacturers are
going to use photos of attractive young women to advertise their products, they could at least get them to
wear something a bit more practical than a mini-skirt".  You have been warned!  The Quadruped Speed-
ster is a Canadian machine, originally designed for use as a commercial rental vehicle, and features a
six-speed Shimano drive train and a host of custom-built parts, including the hubs, hydraulic disc brakes
and wheels.  Further details from:  Jim Carter, Reeva Designs Inc., S-10, C-18, R.R. # 1, Chase, British
Columbia, V0E 1M0, Canada.  Tel: (+1) 604 679 8012.  Fax: (+1) 604 679 3384.

Other Bits In This Issue

One thing I forgot to do in the last issue was to request that anyone listed in the "Suppliers & Wants"
section should keep me posted with any changes to their prices and products.  So if there are any, please
let me know.  On a related note, I can only offer my apologies to Simon Gershon of Orbit, for omitting him
entirely from issue 48; this was due to my carefully filing his letter in the wrong box.

Stuff About The Last Issue

Apologies to everyone for the later than expected publication of the last issue.  This was due to a variety
of things - Easter being the foremost culprit, followed closely by the last-minute cancellation of the Bristol
race meeting and its subsequent replacement by the event at the so-called "Hillingdon" track, which we
find is actually in Hayes (although it looks like Southall in my A-Z).  Also apologies for the lack of pictures
- basically I didn't have any, unless you fancied an almost infinite variety of photos of Dave Cormie
peering earnestly at various recumbents.  On a more positive note, thanks to everyone who got in touch
on the subject of White Lightning chain lubricant.  Apparently it's imported by Raleigh Parts & Accesso-
ries, who can be contacted on 0115 942 0202, faxed on 0115 928 0214 or written to at Triumph Road,
Nottingham, Notts, NG2 7DD.  I have just received a bottle courtesy of member Richard Loke (may his
chain never corrode!), and will be trying it out shortly.  I'll let you know how I get on.

Stuff About The Next Issue

In order to at least try to get the magazine out on time, I think I ought to set some sort of regular dates for
sending them off to the printers.  So I reckon that if there's anything anyone would like included in the
Newsletter, they should try to get it to me by the 1st of September for the upcoming Bumper Golden
Jubilee Edition, and the 1st of December, the 1st of March and the 1st of June for the appropriate issues
thereafter.  The earlier the better, though, as I don't get paid for doing this and have to squeeze it in
around avoiding the bailiffs and hiding under the bed when the rent collector comes round...

Stuff About Other Publications

Squeezing itself through the letterbox the other day came the 1997 Encycleopedia.  This needs no
introduction to many of the Club's membership, but if you haven't seen it, it's a sort of annual supplement
to Bike Culture Quarterly - a big fat glossy magazine crammed full of all manner of pedal-powered
devices, be they recumbents, transporter bikes, city bikes, folders, tandems and even touring, racing and
mountain bikes (though very few of the latter).  It also comes with a video showing many of the machines
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featured in the mag., together with a snippet of Our Leader waxing enthusiastic on the subject of HPV's
while various lunatics charge round the Manchester velodrome in the background.  It costs twelve quid,
and can be found in many reputable bike shops.  Alternatively, I think it's also available direct from the
publishers, Open Road, at P.O. Box 141, Stockport, SU2 7BY.  Phone 01904 412200, Fax 01904 411155.

Also out recently is the 1997 Buyers Guide, published by Recumbent Cyclist News.  Apart from details on
roughly 130 recumbents, it also contains buying and riding tips for the novice recumbenteer, information
on building your own machine, the lowdown on new machines for 1997, a guide to suitable accessories
and a whole bunch of photos.  RCN is an American publication, and as JK has pointed out, with the
enormous (compared with Europe) variety of manufacturers and models available over there, few Euro-
pean builders have much incentive to try to crack the US market, hence the small number of machines
from outside North America featured therein.  However, both the Buyers Guide and the "regular" RCN
are  still interesting reads, especially as it tends to concentrate less on the competition aspect of the HPV
movement.  European subscription and back issues are handled by Future Cycles - see the "Suppliers &
Wants" section for details.

Complete Lunacy!

Not exactly human -power, but... If you find train-surfing too staid and can't swim well enough to pilot a
Trampafoil with confidence (see elsewhere in this issue), perhaps you should check out Street Luge.

Sadly the copy of the magazine article sup-
plied by Paul London is a bit too dark to pub-
lish, though with any luck the picture will be
reasonably clear.  A normal luge is the re-
cumbent of the winter sports scene, being a
sort of low-rider toboggan which the patient,
sorry, rider, guides down a bobsleigh run type
of course at speeds of up to 70-80 m.p.h..
Now imagine it on skateboard wheels, with a
ground clearance of 5/16".  Motorcycle pro-
tective gear is essential.  Street Luge was
invented by bored Californian (natch) skate-
boarders, and thus comes complete with its
own unique jargon: "scrambled eggs" is a bad
road surface, "bacon" is a really bad road sur-

face, to "flame" is to have your wheels catch fire due to excessive speed and "the wobbs" is an attack of
speed wobbles ( a phenomenon already well-known to several BHPC members).  Quite mad, the lot of
'em.  Point your mouse at www.streetluge.com, www.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/~acoat01/luge.html or
www2.nando.net/newsroom/ap/oth/1996/oth/mor/feat/archive/062496/mor23160.html (I love these snappy
url's) for more information.

Thieving Scum

On a more serious note, James Murphy's Kingcycle was stolen from outside Southside Bar at Imperial
College in South Kensington on April 26th.  Possibly the first one delivered to a paying customer, the
machine is frame number KC1002, and lacks the nosecone mountings on the front derailleur tube to be
found on later frames.  If anyone sees any sign of it, please let him know on 01661 836442.

Which leads onto the subject of insurance, briefly touched upon in issue 47.  I received a letter a while
back from Fern Financial Services of Knaphill in Surrey.  They operate a scheme which allows them to
add any number of cycles onto a household contents insurance policy, regardless of the value of the
machine(s).  This provides all-risks cover anywhere in the UK, plus up to 60 days world-wide, and appar-
ently costs little more than anyone else's home insurance.  Being lazy and incompetent, I have not yet
contacted them, though will do so real soon now, but they can be found at The Tile House, Barrs Lane,
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Lower Knaphill, Woking, Surrey, GU21 2JN.  Tel: 01483 797068.

Techno Techno Techno

I had a letter from member Malcolm Veale back in March, the subject of which was a product called
Techno-Weld.  According to the spiel enclosed, this is a means of performing low-temperature (380o C)
fusion welding on most types of aluminium alloys.  It is "a similar process to gas soldering/silver solder-
ing, therefore traditional Aluminium welding skills are not necessary".  I'm not enough of an expert to be
able to judge whether it really does what the leaflet claims, though according to the "Case Histories"
section, it has been used to repair successfully the crankcase on a Bimota Furano motorcycle and the
fluted air intakes on the side of a Ferrari Testarossa.  Malcolm says that he hasn't tried using it to build a
bike frame yet, but that it works well on his step ladders as long as one is careful and neat.  Techno-Weld
comes from Techno-Weld Ltd., Back Lane, Aston, Oxon, OX18 2BX.  Tel: 01993 851028.  Fax: 01993
851036, or try your friendly neighbourhood British Oxygen depot.

More High-Speed Thrills

Recently announced in "HPV News" was the .deciMach Prize; $18000 to the first vehicle to crack 75
m.p.h. at nominal sea level (below 700m).  Most of the usual rules for record-breaking apply - flatness of
course, permissible wind speeds, safety regulations etc. but there are a few differences from, for exam-
ple, the DuPont Prizes of old.  Firstly the prize is open to any vehicle - single or multiple rider, and
secondly, there will be an annual attempt on the prize, at a location to be specified by the organising
committee, rather than just doing it in your own time.  Principle organiser (and donor of $10000 of the
prize money) is Garrie Hill, who can be contacted at: 220 Vill-Edge Drive, Granville, Ohio 43023, U.S.A.;
e-mail garriehill@nextek.com.  If anyone wants a full copy of the regulations, please let me know; I didn't
really want to take up five pages of the Newsletter publishing them...

I personally can't recall anyone doing more than about 58 m.p.h at "low" altitude, though doubtless
someone will correct me if I'm wrong, and if Paul Buttemer's estimate of an 8 m.p.h. gain in speed at the
8000' altitude of the Colorado Speed Week a few years back is to be believed, even the Cheetah with
Chris Huber aboard would only just have exceeded 60.  Taking this prize with a single-rider machine
looks as though it will require a combination of seriously good aerodynamics and a frighteningly powerful
rider.

IHPVA Reorganisation Committee News

Courtesy of Peter Ross, I have recently received a copy of the IHPVA Reorganisation Committee's
recommendations for the wholesale changes to the Association's make-up.  I don't propose to reproduce
the entire item, as it would fill about six pages of the Newsletter; if anyone would like a copy please let me
know.  What it boils down to is that the IHPVA becomes an assocation of national HPV clubs, while its
present major function, as an HPV club for North America, would pass to the newly-constituted NAHPVA.
Each national organisation - currently those of Australia, Belgium, Britain, Denmark, France, Germany,
The Netherlands, Poland, Switzerland and North America - would have a delegate on the General Com-
mittee of the new-look IHPVA.  The purpose of the new IHPVA would be "to coordinate communications
between National Organizations, certify records, provide internationally-agreed rules and regulations
concerning records, and to suggest a minimal, basic outline of rules and procedures which should be
considered by any entity hosting an HPV competition. Each National Organization would continue to be
responsible for what goes on within its borders."  The proposal is still open to comment; once a final final
version has been produced, it will then be passed to the existing IHPVA and the national clubs for ap-
proval by the membership.

Subscriptions

Mr. Treasurer Adcock has asked me to remind everyone that if they have not yet paid their 1997-98
subscriptions, they should do so immediately, as otherwise they will receive no further Newsletters.  As
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this will clearly leave a gaping hole in your lifestyles, you'd better get the cheques (£10 for UK residents,
£16 for overseas members, cheques payable to "BHPC") in the post NOW!

Closing Bit

"Not enough pictures in the last issue, young Dave", said JK the other week, before pressing an enve-
lope of photos into my hand.  Sadly, most of them were damaged beyond redemption due to being
captioned on the back...  So it looked like being another under-illustrated issue, until four floppies full of
piccies arrived from Brian Dalton yesterday.  Thanks a lot, Brian.  Pictures are always wanted; please
keep them coming.  Anyway, that's enough wibble for now.  See you at the races.

Stop Press!

News just in...  Congratulations to James & Christine Murphy on the birth of Number Two Son on May
30th.

16/5/97
W.R.E Beams
Coral Gables

Park Lawn Road
Weybridge, Surrey

KT13 9EU
The Editor
BHPC

Dear Sir,

Many members will also belong to the Veteran-Cycle Club and know of their reputation for
historical research.  Moultons have been collectible and Tony Hadland has documented their history
and provided detailed information on the various models.  Folding bicycles have received similar
treatment from V-C.C. members and no doubt the mountain bike will receive similar attention.

So, what of our interest in HPV’s?  I suggest the time has come for the club to follow the
example of the V-C.C. and start a library.  I know some of you will be averse to any move that
threatens our present, most enjoyable, informality, but it may be necessary in the future.  The moun-
tain bike phenomenon took me by surprise and HPV’s may well be the next fashion-driven change in
the cycling scene.  If that happens there will be a spate of articles and books written by opportunists so
it will be essential for the Club to have the documentary evidence to present history and facts accu-
rately.

I plan to place a motion on the next AGM agenda to propose the formation of a library - in the
meantime what do you think?
Yours sincerely,

Ron Beams

Editor’s Note:  In a previous (and temporarily mislaid) letter, Ron mentions that he is accumulating litera-
ture on the subject of recumbents which he plans to leave to the Club on his demise (long in the future,
we trust).  He also brings up the subject of the appointment of a librarian, and the longer-term issues of
finding suitable storage and insurance for such archives.  Informal discussions with various Committee
members in the Stafford Arms the other night lead me to think that this is an excellent idea.  Does anyone
have any comments, ideas, suggestions, material etc.?
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Events '97

The 1997 season is only just underway as I write this, but by the time this issue lands on doormats across
the land, things will be different.  The rest of the season as of the end of June looks like this:

July 13th (P) Herne Hill Burbage Road, London SE24
August 3rd (P) Salt Ayre track Lancaster
August 23rd (P) Ingliston Near Edinburgh
August 24th (P) Meadowbank velodrome Also near Edinburgh
September 21st (P) Curborough near Lichfield, Staffs
October 5th (P) Castle Combe near Chippenham, Wilts
October 19th Eastway Races and BHPC AGM
Except where noted below, we aim to gather at approximately 10:30, with a view to getting racing under-
way at 11:30 or thereabouts.  Note that no pre-registration is required for any of the events - just turn up,
sign on, pay the entry fee (usually £5), shout abuse at the Competition Secretary and pedal frantically
until someone waves the chequered flag...

Pace Notes

The Herne Hill velodrome is on the east side of Burbage Road, which is in turn off the south side of Half
Moon Lane (the A2214).  The area is well-found for BR stations, with Herne Hill and North Dulwich being
the nearest.

The Salt Ayre track is on the edge of Lancaster; follow the signs towards Morecambe, whereupon two things
will happen.  Firstly, you will come to a roundabout at which Steve Donaldson swears there is a large super-
market (brand unknown).  Here you want to turn left, still towards Morecambe.  You will also see a sports
centre, the entrance to which is also the entrance to the track (as well as a camp site and the local tip).  The
track itself is cunningly concealed around the back of the sports centre.  This should be a good chance
for people to take their revenge on those who haven't been able to teleport back from the World Cham-
pionships in time...

Information on the Scottish weekend can be found overleaf.  For Curborough, on the A38 dual carriageway
north of Lichfield, turn off at the Fradley Park interchange.  It’s about a mile and a half north of the last
Lichfield turn, and 2 miles south of the A513 junction.  Anyway, turn west.  Go past Fradley Park on your left,
ignore the right turn to Fradley village.  Pass Lucas on your right, then the Auction Centre, on your left.  Ignore
the kart track on the left - this is not the circuit - and another turn on the right.  Then turn left on a narrow lane
which is maybe 1.5 miles from the A38 and the circuit entrance is a right fork off it almost immediately.

Castle Combe - from the A420 between Bristol and Chippenham, take the B4039 to the north-west,
towards Castle Combe village.  The track is on the southern side of this road, and is fairly well signposted.

Events marked (P) above are points events, although only one of the two Scottish races will count - which
one has not been decided yet.  And remember that only a rider's best SEVEN results will be counted.
While we're on the subject of racing, and scoring, and points and that kind of bad stuff, please could
everyone who races ensure that:
1. They actually sign on prior to starting.
2. They fill in all  the details on the form.  It's not easy trying to match nameless numbers on the

score sheets with numberless names on the signing on sheets.  We are looking at ways of
improving this, but please try to help us Organisators...

3. We all agree on the location of the finish line!  I know this sounds daft, but in both races so far this
year, we've had riders credited with a better time than the one who finished just in front of them.

And finally the usual reminder that you MUST have legible numbers on the left and front of your machine,
at least A5 sized.  Some races will be scored by camcorder, hence no number = NO SCORE!!!  Thou
shalt also have a helmet and functional brakes.
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Hi all,

the homepage of the World HPV Championships has been updated. It now contains on- and offline registration
forms and a link to the Cologne hotel booking service.

The address is: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Ludger_Buetfering_HPV

Somehow this address does not always work (Compuserve is just world’s second largest provider) so I mirrored
the site at http://www.tu-harburg.de/~smcm2312/

If you do not have access to the WWW we can send you any information in plain text form.

See you there,

Christian
—————————————————————————
Christian Meyer           Christian.Meyer@IHPVA.org
Hamburg, Germany        Human Power on Water & Land
 1995&1997 World HPV Championships Boat Races Chief
     Chairman of the IHPVA Board of Directors
—————————————————————————

Initial investigations have revealed that some of us Brits have been dubious about going due mainly to
the length of the event (typical British - always trying to make trouble in the EU...).  I have asked Ludger
and Christian whether it's possible to just turn up on spec, to which they replied that it was, although they
would prefer it if competitors were to register in advance.  If you are thinking of going, but are not sure yet,
please let Christian, Ludger or me know.  They've also said that if you do register in advance and then
find you can't make it, you will get your money back.  I have included the entry form again in this issue.
Prospective competitors should also be aware that the exchange rate at the time of writing (mid-May) is
£1 = 2.70 DM, which makes the entry fee approximately sixty-three quid  in real money.  Quite a lot,
admittedly, but this does include camping and is considerably less than some figures you may have
heard bandied about.

As regards getting there, Jonathan Woolrich reports that he has had no response at all to his enquiries
about hiring a coach and trailer, so he does not intend to take any further action on this matter.  As far as
I know, Ian Hague is still planning to organise a ride over.  The proposed route is: Harwich - Hoek van
Holland - Cologne - Calais - Dover.  He's proposing to camp, though other types of accomodation shouldn't
present a problem.  Departure is on or about July 20th - a simple camp site is available in Tiptree (where
Ian lives), while others are also to be found nearer Harwich.  If you're interested, please contact Ian at 24
Cedar Avenue, Tiptree, Colchester, CO5 0NR.  Phone: 01621 815476.

If anyone went to the events in France, Holland or Belgium, and would like to write something or send
me some pictures, I'd be most grateful.  Thanks in advance.

Further info has also arrived concerning the Rail HPV World Championships, scheduled for August 22/
23 in Laupen, Switzerland.  Thanks to Jürg Hölzle for the details.

Remember the bit about the Amsterdam - Paris Human Power Race in the last issue?  Well, there seems
to be some confusion about the date of the event...  "InfoBull" (the Swiss / German newsletter) says that
this year's race takes place on June 21st, so if this is the case, it's too late for this issue.  However "HPV
Nieuws" reckons it's August 16th.  Entry is 275 guilders; registration details from:  Stichting HPR, Waterlelie
i4, NL-1991 GD Velserbroek, The Netherlands.

And then there's the World Championships.  The only new thing to report is that arm-powered machines
will take part in the same races as the pedalled variety, i.e. no separate events for them, and see also the
message from Christian Meyer below:
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1. Invitation
The Swiss HPV association Future Bike and the tourist office of Laupen invites you to
this event.
Do you remember the little town of Laupen, our host during the 1994 HPV European
championships and place of the first rail HPV event?  This little town will be our host for
the next rail HPV event and the 5th heat of the Swiss HPV championships.  We can use
the same rail track as in 1994.
We will be part of a festival for the 150th anniversary of the Swiss railway system.
Beside our races there will be an exhibition of rail technology from the past, the present
and the (HPV) future.  Our organisation will be as simple as possible; no entry fees and
no special activities for accommodation.
The main Rail HPV event will be the 200m sprint for racing vehicles.  The speed to beat
is 59 km/h.
We also plan some activity for utility rail vehicles like touring rail bikes or draisines.

2. Preliminary Timetable
(depending on the number of participants)
Saturday, 23.8. training and safety check for all vehicles
Sunday, 24.8. 200m sprint

5th heat of the Swiss HPV championships (road event)

The date for the utility rail vehicle activities is not yet fixed.  Probably there will be a
practicality test on Saturday and a parade on Sunday.
It will be possible to test the vehicles on the track of Laupen before the event.  Please
contact the office of the Sensetalbahn.

3. Registration
Please register with the secretariat Future Bike and include a description of the intended
vehicle, if possible with a sketch or photo.

Secretary Future Bike CH, Jürg Hölzle,
Spitzackerstrasse 9, CH-4410 Liestal,
Switzerland.
Tel (H): (+41) 33 335 31 55
Fax (W): (+41) 33 228 30 39
Email: hoelzle@dial.eunet.ch

Technical Questions Theo Schmidt, Ortbühl 44,
CH-3612 Steffisburg, Switzerland.
Tel /Fax (W): (+41) 33 437 19 12
Email: tschmidt@access.ch

Accommodation, Test Rides Tourismus Laupenamt / Sensetalbahn
Postfach 55, CH-3177 Laupen, Switzerland
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Tel: (+41) 33 740 62 75
Fax: (+41) 33 740 62 26

4. Categories
The vehicles will be divided into categories.  In each one or more riders and passengers
are possible.

4.1 Racing Vehicles
These especially aerodynamic vehicles are meant to reach the highest possible speeds in
sprints.  The speed to beat is 59 km/h of Katrin Ranger on <<Low Tech Train>> at the
championships of 1994.
Vehicles allowed to race in this category must be especially well constructed in respect to
safety.  In particular there must be no derailing even if braking hard.  The construction
must therefore be adequately stiff.

4.2 Practical Vehicles
These are meant for the transportation of people or goods, be it for touristic purposes, on
private lines such as factory sidings, or for special purposes such as tidal island access
or rail inspection.

5. Rail Profile
All vehicles take part in several disciplines and competitions suitable for their type.  The
line available is a 3.5 km stretch belonging to the Sensetalbahn of which 2.5 km are
practically completely level and straight.  The on-track line corresponds to European
standard gauge (1435 mm from rail to rail on the inside edges).  Because of several level
crossings only the space shown in the drawing (see last page) is available.  In particular
there is no space on the outside edge of the rail.  If this causes difficulties with some
existing vehicles, it may be possible to use a shorter stretch without level crossings.
Notify us if you have difficulties with this.  There are no points.  There are two curves,
where the rail separation increases by about 10 mm.

6. Safety

6.1 Prevention of Derailing
The track is on a raised bed of rough gravel with some H-shaped steel posts with sharp
edges about 2.2 m from the track.  Even though most of these should be padded, this
cannot be guaranteed and therefore derailments must be avoided absolutely.  Only
vehicles which are very well constructed will not be subject to a speed limit and thus
allowed into the racing category.

6.2 Brakes
The brakes should act on all wheels or on at least two wheels and the rails.  They should
correspond at least to good bicycle brakes and there must be a minimum of two inde-
pendent systems.  A parking brake (or wedges) is also required.  Because of the relatively
large width the distribution of braking force must be carefully considered and correspond
to the vehicle’s centre of mass in such a way that no large yawing moments can occur
even when braking hard.  This is especially important for racing vehicles and for vehicles
with more than one person.

6.3 Warning Signal
Each vehicle must carry a large acoustic warning device.
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6.4 Weight
All vehicles must be capable of being lifted on and off the rails by the driver(s) and
passenger(s).

6.5 Procedure
All participants are required to follow the instructions of the event officials and to drive
in such a manner that collisions do not occur.  They must be prepared to the lift the
vehicle from the rails in an emergency.

6.6 Protection
When travelling over walking speed, helmets must be worn.  The vehicles must not allow
protruding limbs to touch the ground unintentionally or people to fall off.

6.7 Responsibility
This rests solely with the constructors and drivers of the vehicles even when these are
admitted to the event by the technical committee.  Both the organisers and the
Sensetalbahn decline any responsibility.  This holds also for any collisions with other
vehicles or objects such as masts.  These will be partially padded but this cannot be
guaranteed.  The level crossings will be guarded, the stretch blocked and the overhead
electric line disconnected.  In spite of all this participants use the stretch at their own
risk and must sign a waiver to this effect.

Liestal, 9.3.1997
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David Fyfe
1A Capricorn Road

Stanley
Falkland Islands

Home Phone 0 500 22394

13 March 1997

Dave Larrington
166 Higham Hill Road
London
E17 6EJ

Dear Dave,

Greetings from Stanley!  I hope things are going smoothly for you as the new editor for BHPC.

I have enjoyed my first three months in the Falklands and thought the time about right to send a
contribution to the Newsletter.

My first impression of the Falklands was how similar the terrain is to that of the Isle of Skye and the
Hebrides.  The folks back home may imagine the Falkland Islands are two blobs about the size of the
Isle of Wight yet the total area of the territory is equal to Wales and there are at least seven hundred
islands ranging from small to very large.  The total population of civilians is around two thousand
people, most of whom live in Stanley and the military garrison at Mount Pleasant (M.P.A.) equals the
civilian population almost one to one.

Stanley

Stanley evokes the feel of a Highland community like Ullapool with its population of seventeen
hundred people and enclosed harbour with a backdrop of dramatic hills.  There are no secrets in this
tight community, a mixture of locals (mostly of British extraction with a smattering of Scandinavian,
South American, and New Zealand and contract workers from the UK).  It’s not unusual for a local to
attribute their presence on the Falklands to an ancestor who was shipwrecked here!  The town has
rows of tin roofed cottages of dazzling colours, many brought out from the UK in kit form or built from
ship’s timbers.  The new houses built to meet the impending oil boom are also kit houses based on the
wood bungalow designs from Scandinavia.  Stanley harbour retains a unique maritime heritage of the
Cape Horn days in the hulks abandoned or still used for storage (see photo and recall the return of
Brunel’s Great Britain to Bristol).

Wildlife abounds - notably the several species of penguin that frequent these shores.  It is possible for
me to reach the rookery of magellanic or jackass penguins by cycling the five miles from home to
Gypsy Cove which is conveniently also in range of my sea kayak (one hour paddle each way).  Walks
along the harbour promenade and sea frontage around Stanley are always interesting for sights of
giant petrels (locally known as stinker birds) gliding like primeval pterodactyls, steamer ducks, kelp
geese and uplands geese.  The outer islands are accessible by the small plane service (eight seater
Islanders as important to public transport in the islands as buses and trains back home) flying out of
Stanley airport.  Rockhoppers, gentoos, king penguins, albatross, sea lions, elephant seals, dolphins,
killer whales are amongst the fauna to be seen.  Most species have no fear of humans and allow close
encounters without any special stalking skills.  Award winning photography is possible for the rankest
of amateur wildlife photographers with ordinary cameras.
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The weather never gets desperately hot especially as there is usually a breeze.  This January has
been described in the Penguin News (our local “weekly”) as the windiest January on record with an
average wind velocity of 17 knots (London would expect an average of 4 knots in wind velocity at the
equivalent time of year).  Calm spells are pleasant respites to be found early in the morning, as
evening falls and on the occasional day that takes you by surprise.  The high winds of summer should
decline with the approach of winter when it is usually calmer.  Winters tend to be milder than in the
south of England.  Fair skinned types like me have to cover up to avoid ravages of sun and wind in the
ozone depleted south.  Absence of any pollution makes it impossible to judge distances when distant
objects stand out with incredible clarity.  The islands have a treeless landscape which never lacks for
variety in the intricate rock formations the ground hugging vegetation, the expanses of sea and ever
changing clouds.  The daylight hours would be familiar to anyone of UK origin since Stanley and
London are about equal distances from the equator.

Road Conditions and Attitudes

Few Islanders cycle.  Cycling seems to be for children before they can get motor bikes and elderly
ladies who need transport to the shop!  In the absence of fuel taxes petrol and diesel are cheap and
most families have one or more cars.  Prosperity has taken off since 1982 as a result of imposing
fishing licence duties upon the foreign fishing fleet operating in the Falkland Islands zone and other
economic changes.  If offshore oil becomes exploitable, Stanley could become another Aberdeen ..or
Kuwait.....  There is a bike shop for two thousand people, most of whom never cycle.  At least it keeps
kids supplied with mountain bikes for Christmas and sells motorcycles and spares.  Only a limited
supply of bicycle parts and tyres is available but you can always order and wait a few months.....
Cycling for commuting purposes is unheard of when all and sundry can afford to drive however short
the distance.

Vehicular travel is predominantly by Land Rover.  There are about two vehicles to every person in the

Dave The Dentist and bike.  Behind him, Stanley Harbour and the Lady Elizabeth. Behind
them, Mount Harriet, Mount William, Tumbledown & Two Sisters.
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islands and most are Rovers.  In recent years people have started to bring ordinary cars to the
Falklands, mostly for use around Stanley, and various sorts of Japanese four wheel drive and the 4x4
Fiat Pandas.  Folk drive everywhere and everyone drives home for lunch.  There are no traffic lights,
or roundabouts.  A zebra crossing has just been placed outside the community school) but only ex-
pats from the UK knew what the crossing meant.  The locals are calling this new addition a “penguin
crossing” based on the colours!  The salt spray off the sea ensures a rapid rusting effect for cars
condemning many vehicles to premature airtexing.  There is no MOT test and it is legal to drive any
sort of jalopy on roads outside Stanley, a peculiar concession of the law upheld to allow teenagers a
means of letting off steam.  Enforcing a speed limit of 25 m.p.h in Stanley almost qualifies as a police
obsession due to the rarity of any serious crimes.

At present the only extensive paved road is between Stanley and the military base at M.P.A.  Up to a
third of the distance has broken tarmac and sudden transitions to rough gravel and pot holes where
the new road has not stood up to the test of traffic.  Often this stretch of road is closed to the military
due to high winds (most dangerous for high Land Rovers and squaddie drivers).  A major road building
campaign will ensure all the major settlements on the two main Islands of East and West Falkland will
be connected.  It’s unlikely that these roads will be paved for some time for the population they serve
is minute.  West Falkland (half the size of Wales) has less than one hundred and fifty inhabitants
spread out at different farms and settlements.  There is a lot of off road driving done in the Falklands
on tracks which go over peat and rough rocky terrain.  As almost all the territory is divided into large
privately owned farms, it is essential to ask permission of the land owner before driving or cycling over
his holding.

Out and About

The mountain bike is a great way to get about on the hills for the fit.  Both the winds and the ascents
can be formidable.  The wind is worst during the summer when it gets up to a constant force four to six
on a calm day.  One or two days a month the wind lets up and stops blowing from the prevailing west
and may disappear altogether or blow from the east.  The good thing about cycling on the camp, as
the countryside outwith Stanley is called, is that the peaty terrain allows the bike to almost float over
undulations with a forgiving cushioning effect.  It’s pure delight to speed down the steepest of hills and
achieve an amazingly comfortable ride even without any suspension.  Absence of trees and the
ground cover of stubby grasses and diddle dee (like cranberries) make for reasonable cycling where
no track exists, at least when the ground is dry in summer.  Indeed the ground remains very dry
throughout the summer months.  I have enjoyed using my mountain bike on the hills around Stanley,
many of which will be familiar by name to folk in the UK who remember the conflict of 1982.  I can be
on top of Wireless Ridge, Mount Longdon, Sapper Hill, the Two Sisters or Mount William in an hour or
much less from my house at the west end of town.  It’s very rare to meet anyone else on the hills and if
you do they usually get there by motorcycle or four wheel drive.  Locals aspire to be motocross
champions rather than mountain bikers.  Minefields are now all clearly marked and surrounded by
fencing (see photo).  A lot of debris still lies on the mountain tops following 1982.  The most common
findings are remains of Argentinean sleeping bags, blankets, mess tins and hundreds of plimsolls
(now rotted rubber remains with no canvas left).  I look out for useful bits of plane and helicopter
wreckage for future bike building projects....  Fancy a bit of Pucara for a Velocino frame? I now have
the home built suspension on my wooden bike working sweetly with a spring off some sort of damper
from an Argentine Mirage wrecked on Pebble.

For trips to the outer Islands, my mountain bike has been secreted aboard the tiny Islander plane
despite the 14 kilo baggage allowance.  I was the first tourist to travel with a bike, according to Pebble
Island Hotel management, first to cycle around the West of Pebble Island, saving a twenty five mile
hike and definitely had the first bike on Carcass Island!  Within my stay here I hope to get to South
Georgia....  Has anyone cycled there???  Perhaps I’ll just be a tourist then.
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Recumbent in Stanley

The great thing about the Falklands life is there is always something to look forward to such as a letter
or arrival of a parcel.  I received a brand new sea kayak and several boxes of kit in my first month and
a later shipment of nine boxes in late January despatched in November.  What a delight it was to
unpack the new computer, bike parts, and ....  the first recumbent for the Falklands.  The bits from
Aero Bikes arrived too late for me to finish my trike (thanks Robert Turner).  The wooden bike (see
pictures) has created a sensation in Stanley.  Folk here are used to mountain bikes and have never
set eyes on a road bike leave alone a recumbent!  The wooden bike has its worth for commuting to
work, shopping, and even for occasional forays on the camp.  I feel the wind sock on the collapsible
fishing rod is essential for recognition by the much higher Land Rovers.  Since most people know each
other in town it is customary for drivers to greet every other driver as they pass.  On my first few days
of riding in Stanley I was greeted with a range of gestures mostly signifying surprise and thankfully
friendly ones.  By this time I think the whole of Stanley has set eyes on “that bike” speeding about the
town exceeding the 25 m.p.h. limit and many a friendly wave is normal.  In a town where people never
lock their house doors and may not even possess a front door key, the cyclist can safely leave a bike
unattended with all sorts of kit on board outside pubs and shops.  I do not possess a bike lock in the
Falklands; what a time saving!

The recumbent is highly suited to the windy conditions.  I have been caught out a number of times
riding my mountain bike on the Stanley bypass (a very exposed piece of road leading to the airport)
when bottom gear was required for any headway on the flat!  Fairing and wheel discs must be used
with caution if the wind is up.  I hope to construct an ultra low traction avant recumbent which will be
less of a trial in the winds.  My collection of spares sent out in November includes parts for this and
also for a trike of the Trice/Speedy configuration.  The new community school has an excellent
workshop and the night class has just started....bike building proceeds.  The trike concept may, as it
builder hopes, lend itself to wind power with a steerable kite for enjoyment of the long stretches of
sandy beaches.

Speed Records in the Southern Hemisphere

I hope to attempt to set new Southern Hemisphere human powered speed records if possible during
my two year stay.  I have contacted the director of Stanley Airport and gained his permission to use the
asphalt landing strips outwith flying times.  He also offered precise measurement of the runway
distance with the airport’s accurate instruments.  Stanley airport has two runways which would be ideal
for a sprint attempt such as for the 200 meters but not so useful for a record demanding a continuous
circuit.  At M.P.A.  there are many miles of tarmac serving as access roads and landing strips for the
various Hercs, VC10’s Tristars and Tornadoes including a grand circle of the entire base.  This will
form an excellent circular course and with the right approaches to the powers that be there should be
a good chance of gaining permission for HPV use.

This brings me to my request.  If there are any members to the BHPC who would be willing to lend me
a state of the art HPV for which I am willing to cover costs of freight, insurance and safe return, I am
most willing to undertake speed record attempts faired or unfaired, notably the 200 meters and hour
record as a challenge to the existing Southern Hemisphere HPV records.  You would be absolutely
guaranteed a new Falkland Islands and South Atlantic Record and a decent prospect of a sea level
Southern Hemisphere one too.  In fact the word has already spread through Stanley that I plan to do
some speed trials on “that bike”.  A high tech HPV happening in the Falklands will be exciting and will
certainly make the Penguin News (our weekly Falklands Islands Newsletter) ....and be good publicity
...  in the world scene.  Has anyone out there got a suitable HPV they would lend me? ....  I would also
appreciate any advice or suggestions from members about timing and distance measurements for
record attempts to achieve official status in the record books.

My other ambition is to get Stanley people mobilised on HPV’s.  Ross Road runs for nearly two miles
between my area of Capricorn Road, past the Governor’s residence to the only sizeable shop in the
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"That Bike" at the Surf Bay minefield
town.  Although this scenic route is fairly flat, the standard preference is of course motor and not
human power.  This seems ideal for an HPV designed especially for the Falklands with a profile able to
resist buffeting from cross winds and a suspension to cope with the rippled concrete roads.  Quite a
few Stanleyites are realising how much fun it is to ride a recumbent; hardly a day goes by without one
of my dental patients commenting on “that bike”.  There is certainly the expertise in Stanley to home
build HPV’s and even the money to buy new machines.  How long will it be before a few more HPV’s
appear in the South Atlantic?

If any members will be visiting the Falklands, would like further information or like to correspond,
please get in touch.  I’ll be here another two years and always looking forward to the next Newslet-
ter....

Regards to Everyone

David Fyfe

PS It’s great fun to race the stinker birds along Ross Road though they always win!

l Feniton Court Cottages, Feniton, Devon, EXl4 0BE
6 March 97

Dear Dave,
Thank you for all your work on the newsletters; I find them fascinating reading and
look forward to the next issue.  I am basically a commuting recumbent rider with a
Streetglider from Future Cycles.  Since I started on this bike I have really enjoyed
my riding all the more, I suppose my main regret is that they are not really designed
to go on any surface other than tarmac and the smoother the better.  So in this part
of the country these old bridleway tracks that look so intriguing are generally out of
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The Trampafoil out of water.  Like a fish, er, on a bicycle?
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the question.  My main interest is sailing and the last time I met the team I sail with
from Sweden they produced their latest idea for human powered water travel.

I am enclosing these copies of photos of the Swedish design.  They have called it the
Trampafoil.  Basically once you have launched yourself off the pontoon you have to
start hopping up and down as if skipping and the foil just goes forward with a slight
oscillating motion.  I did not quite pluck up the courage to try it at this event.  But
I hope to have the opportunity this summer when I shall be visiting Sweden for a
sailing competition.  Those who where successful described it as the next best to
walking on water, (I’m not sure when they tried that) “Just amazing to be travelling
over water with so little holding you above the surface”.  It is not buoyant so once
you stop it sinks with you, but it will just float on its own.  You can steer it so you
are not destined to disappear into the sunset.  I forget exactly the speed it will travel
at - it depends on the operator - but I think it is around 5 to 10 mph.  They have
travelled over 5 kilometres on it in one go.  They propose to produce a trial produc-
tion run later this year.  If any of your readers are interested I have the address and
the E Mail contact code.
Yours

Edward Pot
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104 Medina Ave
Newport

Isle Of Wight
HOME 01983 524932
WORK 01983 202883

Email arthur.weller@p2.sps.co.uk

22/5/97
Dear Dave,

HELP
I would like some help from the club, and its members. I am currently studying for an
Open University Degree.  My chosen subject for this year is design for which I am in the
process of designing a commuter HPV.  I therefore would like as much feedback as
possible on the subject.   If it is possible to know the number of members in the club, this
would give me information on the expected response from the questionnaire.
I have prepared a small questionnaire for anyone to fill in and return to me.  I would be
grateful if you could include this in the club’s next mailing.  If anyone has any relevant
information about the number of cyclists that commute in the UK I would be grateful.

Please circle relevant choice

DO YOU TRAVEL/COMMUTE USING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING?
CAR           TRAIN           BUS           PEDAL CYCLE           OTHER

DO YOU FIND EXISTING FORMS OF TRANSPORT RESTRICT YOUR TRAVEL TO
SET TIMES? YES NO

DO YOU FIND EXISTING FORMS OF TRANSPORT RESTRICT YOUR TRAVEL TO
SET ROUTES? YES NO

DO YOU FIND YOUR PRESENT MODE OF TRANSPORT USER FRIENDLY?
YES NO

IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO USE PUBLIC TRANSPORT FOR ANY REASON,
PLEASE EXPLAIN ON REVERSE OF REPLY.

WOULD YOU CONSIDER USING A BIKE FOR COMMUTING TO WORK?
YES NO

DO YOU FIND THAT YOU CAN CARRY ALL YOU REQUIRE ON YOUR EXIST-
ING CYCLE? YES NO

DO YOU FEEL SAFE CYCLING ON TWO WHEELS? YES NO
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Please use this space to provide any further information you think relevant

WOULD YOU FEEL SAFER CYCLING ON THREE OR FOUR WHEELS?
YES NO

HAVE YOU EVER CONSIDERED USING A HPV TO COMMUTE?
YES NO

WOULD YOU CONSIDER BUYING A HPV TO COMMUTE? YES NO

WOULD YOU PREFER TO BE OPEN TO THE ELEMENTS OR ENCLOSED?
OPEN ENCLOSED

DOES THE IDEA OF A PURPOSE BUILT COMMUTER HPV INTEREST YOU?
YES NO

WOULD YOU BUY A PURPOSE BUILT COMMUTER HPV?
YES NO

Please can you return the questionnaires promptly as I have to complete my study by
August.

Yours Sincerely

Arthur Weller
OU Student Number P518172X
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Eastway - April 6th 1997
“Happiness is horizontal” - Sarah Butcher, Glastonbury Festival, 1990

Didn’t we have a luvverly time, the day we went to Eastway!  Tina may beg to differ, having started the
day feeling distinctly unwell and finishing it with a sunburned nose.  Which at least meant that the weather
was OK, although a slightly chilly breeze marred the proceedings.  Discovered that our new address is
uncomfortably far away from Eastway - it took us nearly fifteen minutes to ride there!  And then what?

Clothes Peg

Hello Dennis!  What a lovely long pointed tail, cunningly wrought from the fruit of the Foam Rubber Tree,
you have on the back of your nice and shiny and, my word, PAINTED! Low racer!  Is it a fairing?  It is?
How splendid!  Less glee, but considerable interest, generated by other new or previously-unseen ma-
chinery.  Roan Allen’s home-built Hummingbird is a neat small-wheeled low bike, and performed well on
its debut.  Swiss refugee Simon Nef’s Birk is a neat large-wheeled not-at-all-low bike, which went even
better on its (UK) debut.  Is it a production machine, anybody?  Roy MacDonald has added a windscreen

Something Secretarial...

Mrs. Touring Secretary Donaldson has asked me to inform everyone that on Saturday September 20th (the day
before the Curborough race meeting) there will be a Social Tour of 25 - 40 miles (depending on the weather) around
the scenic Staffordshire countryside, taking in what has been described as “the World’s finest tea-shop”.  If you’re
interested, please contact Sherri at the address / phone number on page 2.

Mr. Secretary Donaldson handed me a bit of paper this morning, which turned out to be a letter from HPV Belgium.
The gist of which was:

Dear HPV Club

Yes, we’re doing it!  What?  The Euro-Championships 2000 BELGIUM.

At the WC in Lelystad in 1995 someone  had written on the blackboard a list of coming events and who was
supposed to organise it: EC 2000 Belgium.  Apparently because we didn’t say no (we were too surprised) everyone
accepted it as a yes.  May this letter confirm what everyone in the HPV-world considers as known: HPV-Belgium
will run the EC 2000.  Suggestions and help are always welcome, for example from those HPV-clubs who have
previously organised such an event.  Please lets hear something from you, our correspondence address is that of Jan
van Dyck or myself, Wim Goethuysen.

To streamline some of our and your ideas, wishes.... We would like to suggest the following:

o if you plan an international event, plan it in time and let the other HPV-clubs know.
o if anything really interesting happens in your club’s country, mail it to your brother / sister

organisations abroad.  Our address for HPV publications is:  Jan van Dyck, Parochiestraat
24, B-2240 VIERSEL, BELGIUM.

o the Internet is at this moment the cheapest and fastest way of worldwide chatting; creating
our own sites and spreading recumbent news can’t be that difficult.

o perhaps we can discuss these and other matters (IHPVA...) in Cologne during the WC in
July.

Greetings from Belgium,
Wim Goethuysen, Secretary & Editor, Dennenlaan 7, B-3200 Aarschot, Belgium.

Phone & Fax (+32) 16 561274



and head fairing to his bagged Wasp, as well as a Spinergy rear wheel (after the Campag. Shamal rim
filled itself with water at the AGM meeting!).  gNick Green has prised a Tchaikovski out of the clutches of
The Elder Mr. Kingsbury, due to “delays” in the construction of his own low bike.  And do you remember
when you were a kid, and used to get your bike to issue a noise like a motorcycle by using a piece of
cardboard stuck in the spokes and held on with a clothes peg?  Well, it seemed that Nigel Sleigh has
fitted one to his Wasp, though investigation revealed the rather more mundane cause to be the wheel
cut-out in the tail box arguing with the wheel instead.

Hatstand

Your Editor and his good lady wife have both wrapped up their Kingcycles in new bags; the editorial
version coming in pink and yellow stripes, while Madame’s is green on one side and orange on the other.
Those who say it resembles a slice of water-melon can go and stand in the corner.  José Espejo arrived
to spectate on his home-brewed Cucuracha, which I must say looks very much smarter than the last time
I saw it, as an unpainted frame lurking somewhere round the back of BikeFix, while Ian Sheen turned up
driving a car!  Jonathan Woolrich didn’t turn up at all, due to (enforced) attendance at a Spring Festival in
far-off Murcia, while Mike Burrows was at a show somewhere demonstrating his reinvention of the derail-
leur, using such high-tech components as a spring-loaded doorstopper!  The most-prodded new ma-
chine, though, wasn’t even racing.  This is none other than the innards of the Kingsburys’ K2, being a low
bike (natch), with fat tyres (also natch), a K-Drive to the front wheel (also also natch), suspension at both
ends and tiller steering.  This latter feature has reportedly been causing a few problems to Chief Test
Pilot Steve Slade, but the latest rumours say that he is now capable of getting up and down Lane End
Road without straying into the opposite lane, the hedge, or both.  With the bike being Slash-sized, I
couldn’t try it personally, but rider impressions do feature elsewhere in this article.

Barking

So there was registrating, and collection of money and that kind of thing, until gNick said “Two races,
faired and unfaired, faired first, thirty minutes plus one lap”, handed out the stopwatches and off we went.

26
The obligatory photo of Dave Cormie studying a bike...
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Faired & unfaired at Eastway - photographer unknown
A certain amount of traffic congestion on the opening lap saw Tim Costen’s Kingcycle leading the field up
the hill, with Steve Donaldson close behind, but then all the fast boys overtook me as usual and I don’t
know much about what happened next.  Suffice it to say that when I got lapped for the first time, it was by
that Slade chap, who had more than made up for his restrained start, and beat Steve D by a sizable
margin.  Nigel Leaper grabbed third from the duelling Tim Costen and Roy MacDonald, while Ian Sheen
had a Problem; the Speedy’s rear gear cable had detached itself from the mech., leaving the chain on the
11-tooth sprocket and Ian with a choice of 110” or 140” gears.  Ouch!  Mike Weaver also had a Problem;
the chain line on the Mikew 4B being not all it should be and obliging Mike to complete his solitary lap on
foot.  Due to something, the lady racers got split up, with Sherri, using Steve’s faired Kingcycle, beating
Tina home, while Susan Laughton ran in the “Unfaired + Dennis” race, using Sherri’s Kingcycle.  The
story is that she’ll soon be running a Tchaikovski, thereby intensifying further the arms race going on in
the Ladies’ class this year.

Tatton

In the “Unfaired + Dennis” race, it looked like being a straight scrap between Dave Richards and Ian
Chattington, with the Sun Machine leading the Ross over the line at the end of the first lap, but after a
couple more tours it dawned on the assembled stopwatch operators that Dave was pulling away by
some seven seconds a lap, and he went on to take the win from Ian.  Behind these two, Simon Nef kept
pulling away from gNick, then dropping back again for a chat, but at the end opened up the gap to take
third place.  Ken Brown kept the Traction Avant in fifth for a while, before falling into the clutches of a
group containing René Meek, Derrick Tweddle and Ian Willett, from which René sprinted the “wood-
finish” Ross into fifth.  Some way further back, it was felt that Paul “Cool As” Craig was not taking his
racing entirely seriously, totally failing to contest the sprint with the perpetually grinning Matt Fretton and
the almost as cheerful Terry Power.  Multitrack honours fell to Stephen King’s Speedy, from Marcus
Hunt’s example, ahead of Ian James’ so-called “Slug” (another Speedy) and Tim Hayes’ Trice in spite of
Ian’s having been slowed by a pit stop to apparently tighten a crank.
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"PsyclePath", shortly before being greeted with cries of "He's broken it!!!"
Photo: Albert Cope

Six O’Clock News

Lunch time!  To the bar!  Chips, beer and service slower than a snail on Valium.  The low-alcohol brigade,
meanwhile, remained back at the track, doing the usual playing with each other’s machinery.  Does the
K2 chassis have a stability problem?  Possibly, as in Dave Richards’ hands it suddenly developed a
speed wobble and dumped Dave on the track, skinning his rear end in a rather nasty way, though at least
he wasn’t wearing his new shorts.  Later on “PsyclePath” (known to his wife as Nigel Sleigh) had the
same thing happen to him, causing the bike to leave the track, charge up the bank and headbutt the
fence, breaking off the rear tiller support tube in the process.

They Think It’s All Over

An unhurt but hugely apologetic Nigel lined up with most of the rest of the mob for the “fun” race, another
30 minutes plus 1 scratch, but this time run in the opposite direction.  This change seemed popular with
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Eastway Faired
Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH Position
11 Steve Slade Wasp F 16 45.0 28.0 1
92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 16 42.5 26.4 2
76 Nigel Leaper Low F 15 39.6 24.6 3
55 Roy MacDonald Wasp F 14 39.2 24.4 4
51 Tim Costen Kingcycle F 14 39.2 24.4 5
86 Yan Sheen Windcheetah 6 F 14 37.5 23.3 6
68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike F 13 35.1 21.8 7
22 Paul London Kingcycle F 12 32.6 20.3 8
121 PsyclePath Wasp II F 12 31.9 19.8 9
24 Sherri Donaldson Kingcycle F/L 12 31.3 19.4 10
27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg F/L 11 29.1 18.1 11
5 Phil Wray Kingcycle F 10 26.4 16.4 12
20 Mike Weaver Mikew 4B F DNF N/A N/A 13
Eastway Unfaired + Dennis
Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH Position
94 Dave Richards Sun Machine III U 13 38.4 23.9 1
36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina U 13 36.6 22.7 2
42 Simon Nef Birk U 12 33.8 21.0 3
44 gNick Green Peter Ilich U 12 33.6 20.9 4
53 René Meek Speed Ross U 12 33.0 20.5 5
8 Ken Brown Traction Avant 2 U 12 33.0 20.5 6
96 Derrick Tweddle Fast Donkey U 12 32.9 20.5 7
137 Ian Willett Ironing Board 1 U 12 32.9 20.4 8
29 Martyn Kemp Doober Jolly U 12 32.6 20.3 9
7 Roan Allen Hummingbird U 11 31.9 19.8 10
30 Stephen King Bikefix Test U/M 11 31.9 19.8 11
54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 11 31.8 19.8 12
87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 11 31.1 19.3 13
66 Dennis Adcock Faired 1 F 11 30.7 19.1 14
9 Matt Fretton Vision U 11 29.9 18.6 15
47 Terry Power Inversion U 11 29.8 18.5 16
80 Paul Craig Kingcycle U 11 29.8 18.5 17
52 Tim Hayes Trice U/M 10 28.5 17.7 18
50 Geoff Bird Velodynamics Mk 1 U 10 26.9 16.7 19
37 Paul See Kingcycle U 10 26.8 16.7 20
40 Ian James Slug U/M 9 26.2 16.3 21
83 Susan Laughton Kingcycle U/L 9 25.9 16.1 22

most competitors, though it does take most of the drama away from the hairpin...  As everyone was in the
one race, there was no scoring, but Mr Slade seemed to win again, while Sherri retired Steve’s Wasp
with cramp in the feet and Nigel retired his own example due to the smell of dog droppings resulting from
his unscheduled trip through the undergrowth.

Walkers Crisps

And then we all ran away, especially those travelling north or west, as no-one wanted to get caught up
in the traffic generated by the Coca-Cola Cup final at Wembley.  Which then went to extra time...
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Eastway Overall Position Points
Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH Overall F U L M F U L M

11 Steve Slade Wasp F 16 45.0 28.0 1 1 20
92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 16 42.5 26.4 2 2 15
76 Nigel Leaper Low F 15 39.6 24.6 3 3 12
55 Roy MacDonald Wasp F 14 39.2 24.4 4 4 10
51 Tim Costen Kingcycle F 14 39.2 24.4 5 5 8
94 Dave Richards Sun Machine III U 13 38.4 23.9 6 1 20
86 Yan Sheen Windcheetah 6 F 14 37.5 23.3 7 6 6
36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina U 13 36.6 22.7 8 2 15
68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike F 13 35.1 21.8 9 7 4
42 Simon Nef Birk U 12 33.8 21.0 10 3 12
44 gNick Green Peter Ilich U 12 33.6 20.9 11 4 10
53 René Meek Speed Ross U 12 33.0 20.5 12 5 8
8 Ken Brown Traction Avant 2 U 12 33.0 20.5 13 6 6
96 Derrick Tweddle Fast Donkey U 12 32.9 20.5 14 7 4
137 Ian Willett Ironing Board 1 U 12 32.9 20.4 15 8 3
29 Martyn Kemp Doober Jolly U 12 32.6 20.3 16 9 2
22 Paul London Kingcycle F 12 32.6 20.3 17 8 3
7 Roan Allen Hummingbird U 11 31.9 19.8 18 10 1
121 PsyclePath Wasp II F 12 31.9 19.8 19 9 2
30 Stephen King Bikefix Test U/M 11 31.9 19.8 20 11 1 20
54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 11 31.8 19.8 21 12 2 15
24 Sherri Donaldson Kingcycle F/L 12 31.3 19.4 22 10 1 1 20
87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 11 31.1 19.3 23 13
66 Dennis Adcock Faired 1 F 11 30.7 19.1 24 11
9 Matt Fretton Vision U 11 29.9 18.6 25 14
47 Terry Power Inversion U 11 29.8 18.5 26 15
80 Paul Craig Kingcycle U 11 29.8 18.5 27 16
27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg F/L 11 29.1 18.1 28 12 2 15
52 Tim Hayes Trice U/M 10 28.5 17.7 29 17 3 12
50 Geoff Bird Velodynamics Mk 1 U 10 26.9 16.7 30 18
37 Paul See Kingcycle U 10 26.8 16.7 31 19
5 Phil Wray Kingcycle F 10 26.4 16.4 32 13
40 Ian James Slug U/M 9 26.2 16.3 33 20 4 10
83 Susan Laughton Kingcycle U/L 9 25.9 16.1 34 21 3 12
20 Mike Weaver Mikew 4B F Retired N/A N/A N/A 14

Hayes - April 27th 1997
“Mud is my friend” - Sarah Butcher, Glastonbury Festival, 1990

Shortly after issue 48 went off to be processed, filtered, Dolbyised, compressed, squeezed through a
muslin bag and otherwise dealt with by the printers, Ian Sheen finally made it to the “Hillingdon” circuit,
hereinafter referred to as “Hayes”.  “Really nice and smooth,” said he, “but it’s going to be really muddy
if it’s wet.“  Naturally the two days prior to the event were, to coin a phrase, Wet, with more rain forecast
for the Sunday.  It was with expectations of something akin to the Battle of the Somme that we dragged
our hangovers to West London...

Happily, Sunday was not Wet, though the sight of José Espejo’s Kingcycle grinding to a halt due to mud-
clogged wheels was only a taster.  On alighting from ones transport, ones shoes instantly gained a
coating of sticky brown glop, which got everywhere, inside cars, all over nosecones, halfway round the
track, you name it.  The track itself was a surprise, though.  The surface is top-class and the hairpin at the
bottom of a short, but steepish, drop is quite exciting, especially when dicing with traffic on the opening
lap.  Some sourpuss claimed that it was uphill all the way round, causing Tina to ask whether it was
designed by M. C. Escher.  But happily this proved not to be the case, and indeed the track is a good few
mph quicker than Eastway.  Well, I like it anyway.

New machines?  A few.  Newcomer James Shorten’s bike features one of the most laid-back head
angles in recent years.  Another newcomer was Kevin Doran, with a Bromakin racing wheelchair con-
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Dave Larrington, Ian James, Simon Nef & Dave Richards - nose to tail at Hayes

verted to arm-powered cranks driving the front wheel.  Ian James has made good his threat to modify the
nose and tail fairings on his Kingcycle - the nose now completely hides his feet, while the tail box lid is
rather taller than standard.  Susan Laughton now has a Tchaikovski in place of a borrowed Kingcycle, but
the 52T chainring fitted proved to be rather too small with an 18” wheel.  Phil Skoyles has a new low bike,
not yet Mean ‘n’ Green - as he only finished it the previous day, I guess there was no time to paint it.  John
Kingsbury wisely kept the K2 chassis well away this time, but has now taken delivery of his new Posh
Transit, a Chrysler Grand Voyager.  But even this was to be outposed.  Who was the flash so-and-so with
the shiny new Jag XK8?  It turned out to be Jaguar employee Derrick Tweddle, taking his work home for
the weekend.  At least that’s what he said.

gNick had “adjusted” some of the field since Eastway, to put the unfaired winners in the fast race, while
the faired ladies opted to go in the slow race instead this time.  So we’d see some good close racing at
the front of the latter, then?  Not exactly - John Lafford was making his 1997 debut, still with the old 92B,
and finishing a lap up on René Meek and the fast-improving Roan Allen, who on current form looks a
good bet for the Newcomers Trophy this year, with Dave Redknap’s Quadras and Tim Elsdale’s Prone
LP just behind.  Sherri took the Ladies’ win, again, with Tina second, again, and Susan third.  Again.  And
Simon Thompson returned to the fold, only to retire the Pacer with a mysterious (to me, at any rate)
handling problem.

The fast race had an eventful start, to say the least.  Ian Chattington’s Ross had a new chainring, but not
for long, as a too-enthusiastic start bent it through ninety degrees.  This caused Jonathan Woolrich to
take swift evasive action, thereby causing your Editor to almost run over Nigel Leaper’s hand.  But
everyone else managed to get away without further mishaps, and Ian managed to fit his spare chainring
and get back into the race.  This settled into its usual pattern, with the Wasps of the two Steves romping
off into the lead and the rest of the faired posse trailing in their wake.  With the loss of Ian, Dave Richards
and Simon Nef were left to contest the unfaired honours, in a group containing Mr Editor and Ian James.
Ian managed to give me the odd gentle nudge from behind, but at about half distance, Simon’s front tyre
let go and Ian lost the tow, leaving Dave to cruise round behind me for the remainder of the race to take
the win.  Or so it seemed at the time - processing the results showed that John Lafford was marginally
quicker in the first race.  Steve Slade took the overall win from Steve Donaldson, with Jonathan Woolrich
getting Oscar into third.

Lunchtime, prod, prod, test, chat etc.  Most of the prodding seemed to be done by Ian Sheen, prodding
Derrick’s Jag.  It’d look silly with a faired Speedy on the roof, Ian.
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Left top: Jonathan Woolrich
Left bottom: Ian Chattington's chainring

Right top: Steve Donaldson
Right bottom: Ian Sheen

All pictures in this article by Brian Dalton.  Thanks very
much, Brian - Ed.

The “fun” race in the afternoon was another all-in,
unscored half hour scratch race.  Ian suggested we
run in the opposite direction.  So we did.  This meant
that the hairpin tightened towards the exit, and this
meant that Ian was an early retirement after running
out of road and launching the Speedy across the mud
flats with a subsequent loss of integrity in the rear
wheel and the odd hole in the floor.  Slash also came
to grief here, ripping his fairing and arm, but being
able to rejoin the race.  Steve D managed to stay
upright, and we think he won, but no-one’s quite certain.  Another new machine appeared in this race, the
2CV back-to-back tandem powered by Ken Brown and Simon Thompson.  Most disconcerting it is,
coming up behind them and having Simon pulling funny faces at you...  They’re planning to fair it in the
not-too-distant future, which could be interesting.

The end.  We all went away, most of us throwing mud at anyone who came too close behind for the
first few miles.  The circuit doesn’t open officially until June, or so I hear, by which time the car park
and access road should have been surfaced.  We’ll be back.
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Hayes "Slow" Race
Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH Position
108 John Lafford Arrow 92B U 15 41.7 25.9 1
53 René Meek Speed Ross U 14 37.1 23.1 2
7 Roan Allen Hummingbird U 14 37.1 23.1 3
87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 14 37.1 23.1 4
73 Tim Elsdale Prone LP U 14 37.1 23.1 5
24 Sherri Donaldson Kingcycle F/L 13 35.7 22.2 6
8 Ken Brown Traction Avant 2 U 13 35.9 22.3 7
47 Terry Power Inversion U 13 35.6 22.1 8
54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 13 35.6 22.1 9
137 Ian Willett Ironing Board II U 13 35.5 22.1 10
57 Paul Morantz Kingcycle U 13 35.5 22.1 11
96 Derrick Tweddle Fast Donkey U 13 35.4 22.0 12
66 Dennis Adcock Faired 1 F 13 34.8 21.6 13
27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg F/L 13 34.7 21.6 14
52b Tim Hayes Ross Low U 13 34.0 21.1 15
50 Geoff Bird Velodynamics Mk 1 U 13 33.5 20.8 16
33 Phil Skoyles Mean 'n' Not Green U 12 31.7 19.7 17
83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski U/L 12 30.9 19.2 18
99 Moosie Esspresso Kickcycle U 12 29.6 18.4 19
13 Brian Dalton Trice U/M 10 25.6 15.9 20
90 Kevin Doran White Knight A 9 23.4 14.6 21
23 James Shorten Dipbis? U DNF N/A N/A N/A
69 Simon Thompson Pacer U/M DNF N/A N/A N/A

Hayes "Fast" Race
Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH Position
11 Steve Slade Wasp F 19 52.2 32.5 1
92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 18 49.4 30.7 2
17 Jonathan Woolrich Oscar II F 18 48.6 30.2 3
86 Yan Sheen Windcheetah 6 F 17 46.7 29.0 4
55 Roy MacDonald Wasp F 17 46.6 29.0 5
76 Nigel Leaper Low F 17 45.8 28.5 6
51 Tim Costen Kingcycle F 16 43.8 27.2 7
68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike F 16 41.6 25.8 8
94 Dave Richards Sun Machine III U 16 41.6 25.8 9
40f Ian James Banana F 15 40.9 25.4 10
108 John Lafford Arrow 92B U 15 39.0 24.3 11
121 PsyclePath Wasp II F 15 38.6 24.0 12
22 Paul London Kingcycle F 15 38.3 23.8 13
44 gNick Green Peter Ilich U 14 37.4 23.2 14
36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina U DNF N/A N/A N/A
42 Simon Nef Birk U DNF N/A N/A N/A
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Birmingham - May 18th 1997
“I am a steam engine” - Daniel Ebertz, Glastonbury Festival, 1990

 ‘tis 01:00 on the morning after the race, and what better way to spend a night shift than by telling all the
nice boys and girls out there in HPV-land a bedtime story?  Especially when your only company is a
colleague’s workstation whose disk drive makes a noise exactly like an idling truck diesel and would
probably fall out of the window if the window could actually be opened...

So, the Birmingham Wheels Park is located in a highly salubrious area of Britain’s Second City™, situ-
ated as it is between numerous railway lines and most of the car breakers in the West Midlands.  I had
managed to miss out on the Club’s previous visit to this venue in 198-something, and thus not even
gNick’s pre-race description of the circuit - “It’s got a cliff in it” - had prepared this unwary visitor for the
track...  The start / finish is on a long straight bit; a rather nasty climb.  At the end of this straight, there’s
a left-hander, followed by a climb.  Then a left-hander, followed by a climb.  Up here, just for a change, is
a right-left kink, followed by more climbing.  Finally the road levels out, swings round to the left, drops a
bit, pitches the rider into a fast left hand bend and then down the cliff of which Mr. Competition Secretary
Green had spoken.  Sadly you don’t get to enjoy this much, as you have to drop the anchors in a big way
in order to negotiate the chicane at the bottom; a right-left wiggle with a rather nasty bump in the middle.

Hayes Overall John Lafford's Best Result Only... Position Points
Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH Overall F U L A M F U L A M

11 Steve Slade Wasp F 19 52.2 32.5 1 1 20
92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 18 49.4 30.7 2 2 15
17 Jonathan Woolrich Oscar II F 18 48.6 30.2 3 3 12
86 Yan Sheen Windcheetah 6 F 17 46.7 29.0 4 4 10
55 Roy MacDonald Wasp F 17 46.6 29.0 5 5 8
76 Nigel Leaper Low F 17 45.8 28.5 6 6 6
51 Tim Costen Kingcycle F 16 43.8 27.2 7 7 4
108 John Lafford Arrow 92B U 15 41.9 26.1 8 1 20
68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike F 16 41.6 25.8 9 8 3
94 Dave Richards Sun Machine III U 16 41.6 25.8 10 2 15
40f Ian James Banana F 15 40.9 25.4 11 9 2
121 PsyclePath Wasp II F 15 38.6 24.0 12 10 1
22 Paul London Kingcycle F 15 38.3 23.8 13 11
44 gNick Green Peter Ilich U 14 37.4 23.2 14 3 12
53 René Meek Speed Ross U 14 37.1 23.1 15 4 10
7 Roan Allen Hummingbird U 14 37.1 23.1 16 5 8
87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 14 37.1 23.1 17 6 6
73 Tim Elsdale Prone LP U 14 37.1 23.1 18 7 4
24 Sherri Donaldson Kingcycle F/L 13 35.7 22.2 19 12 1 20
8 Ken Brown Traction Avant 2 U 13 35.9 22.3 20 8 3
47 Terry Power Inversion U 13 35.6 22.1 21 9 2
54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 13 35.6 22.1 22 10 1 1 20
137 Ian Willett Ironing Board II U 13 35.5 22.1 23 11
57 Paul Morantz Kingcycle U 13 35.5 22.1 24 12
96 Derrick Tweddle Fast Donkey U 13 35.4 22.0 25 13
66 Dennis Adcock Faired 1 F 13 34.8 21.6 26 13
27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg F/L 13 34.7 21.6 27 14 2 15
52b Tim Hayes Ross Low U 13 34.0 21.1 28 14
50 Geoff Bird Velodynamics Mk 1 U 13 33.5 20.8 29 15
33 Phil Skoyles Mean 'n' Not Green U 12 31.7 19.7 30 16
83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski U/L 12 30.9 19.2 31 17 3 12
99 Moosie Esspresso Kickcycle U 12 29.6 18.4 32 18
13 Brian Dalton Trice U/M 10 25.6 15.9 33 19 2 15
90 Kevin Doran White Knight A 9 23.4 14.6 34 1 20
23 James Shorten Dipbis? U DNF N/A N/A N/A
69 Simon Thompson Pacer U/M DNF N/A N/A N/A
36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina U DNF N/A N/A N/A
42 Simon Nef Birk U DNF N/A N/A N/A
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The fast-starting Kevin Doran & the White Knight at Hayes
Photo: Brian Dalton

No-one fancied this much, so we put the start off as long as possible while examining the new machinery
on show.

Pete Cox, whom some will remember from his near-death experience on the velodrome in Leicester last
year, showed up with the Lune Low Tide, a neatly-executed low bike.  Sometime Ross pilot John Olson
had a new machine, the Square Peg, while Richard Middleton has made cunning use of an entire moun-
tain bike rear end, plus mountain bike hub parts, to provide rear suspension on his Green Bicycle, a
medium-wheelbase machine with quite a high seating position.  More suspension on Jarvis Cocker
lookalike Chris Nason’s Blast 3, this being a converted pre-AM Moulton.  And then there were the Arc 1
& 2 machines, piloted by Aarn Tate and Mark Titchener.  Finally, Jonathan Woolrich had a strange look-
ing unfaired bike.  We peered at it for a while, unable to figure out what it was supposed to be, as it
consisted just of a frame, seat, handlebars and wheels.  A downhiller?  No, it transpired that it was a
prototype arm-powered machine, only without any transmission yet, to see if Kevin Doran could manage
a two-wheeler.  He could.

Why hasn’t Ken Brown got the Traction Avant off the roofrack yet?  “Wheelspin,” replied Ken, succinctly.
It seems that there was not enough traction avant to get Ken up the hills.  Those of us with sensible rear-
drive machines felt better after hearing this...  And so to the first race, half an hour plus one lap of the 0.7
mile circuit, for the so-called fast people.  Everyone got away smartly enough, but this wasn’t to last, no,
it was going to be a race of attrition and hill-climbing ability.  Them thar Wasps went haring off into the
lead as usual, with Ian Chattington, Dave Richards and Matt Norman, riding another of Tim Elsdale’s
prone bikes in pursuit.  Further back there was trouble, though, as Roy MacDonald found his Wasp
suffering from lack of grip at the front end.  John Lafford found his single-chainring setup didn’t provide
enough gears, so he tried to change down at the back one gear more than he actually possessed.
Result: the chain climbed over the block and locked the whole thing solid.  In addition to the hills, the
circuit was somewhat rough, and thus Nigel Leaper’s chain also went walkies, jumping off the intermedi-
ate guide pulleys and causing Nasty Noises, but Nigel plugged gamely on to the finish.  Less fortunate
were Messrs. Woolrich and Sheen.  Ian noticed a steady trickle of fine aluminium swarf coming out of his
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Birmingham Fast Race
Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH Position
11 Steve Slade Wasp F 17 35.5 22.1 1
92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 17 34.9 21.7 2
36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina U 17 34.9 21.7 3
94 Dave Richards Sun Machine III U 17 33.6 20.9 4
74 Matt Norman Prone LP U 16 33.4 20.8 5
68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike F 15 31.3 19.4 6
55 Roy MacDonald Wasp F 15 29.7 18.5 7
73 Tim Elsdale Prone LP U 15 29.6 18.4 8
44 gNick Green Peter Ilich U 14 27.7 17.2 9
76 Nigel Leaper Low F 13 26.7 16.6 10
86 Yan Sheen Windcheetah 6 F DNF N/A N/A N/A
17 Jonathan Woolrich Oscar II F DNF N/A N/A N/A
108 John Lafford Arrow 92B U DNF N/A N/A N/A

bottom bracket, so stopped before any further damage could be done, though while cruising in to retire,
he came very close to getting Marchant The Wonder Bike in his left ear in the middle of the fastest corner
on the track.  And Jonathan retired Scared, or embarrassed at being beaten by Mr. Editor.  The net result
was that Slash came home to claim his hat-trick of wins this season, with Steve Donaldson second, only
just ahead of Ian Chattington, leading home the unfaired racers ahead of Dave Richards and Matt Nor-
man.  Mr. Editor managed to get sixth overall, ahead of Roy, who finished the race in an untidy heap on
the floor after having to execute a crash stop to avoid torpedoing someone’s small daughter waving the
flag from the middle of the track...

So that was the “fast” race, though when the winner averages just over 22 m.p.h., it ain’t that fast.  Now
the “slow” machines had their chance.  At the start, the assembled timekeepers were astonished to see
Kevin Doran blasting the White Knight right through the pack into the first corner, but when the first
machine came into view at the end of the lap, it was a Speedy with a very surprised looking Marcus Hunt
at the controls. Sadly, having got the lead, Marcus seemed not quite to know what to do with it, and after
a few laps had dropped back to fourth behind Derrick Tweddle, on one of Geoff Bird’s Velodynamics
machines, Pete Cox and Roan Allen.  Meanwhile, Mrs. Editor Tina’s Kingcycle, which goes under the
name of Hindenburg when faired, had emulated its namesake and crashed and burned at the bottom of
the cliff, after Tina had lost it under braking.  The only consequences were a bit of gravel rash and a few
small holes in the fairing, and she was able to carry on, but retired a few laps later, unable to get enough
gears to cope with the hills.  Back at the start, Ian Sheen was busy taking odds on how long it would be
before Derrick pranged in the chicane, as he was consistently running closer to the kerb on the exit than
anyone else.  Not long, as it turned out, as the Geordie Headcase® leaned over just a bit too far and lost
large amounts of skin from arm and leg.  Being totally bonkers in the nut, he got back on, but was
sidelined by a flat tyre a few laps later.

Meanwhile, more drama in the Ladies’ class.  Sherri Donaldson had made her usual quick start, but as
the race progressed, Susan Laughton was stealthily sneaking up on her, and managed not only to get
ahead, but pull out a substantial gap.  Until disaster struck two laps or so from the flag, when the Tchaikovski
ate its chain, allowing the alarmingly purple-faced Sherri back into the lead, with too little of the race
remaining for Susan to catch up again.  At this point, we had Pete still leading, with Roan putting in a
mighty effort to get on his tail out of the last corner.  In the final sprint, (whether by accident or design is
uncertain), Pete’s desperate weaving just kept him ahead for the win, and sixth overall.  (Editor’s note -
I slowed right down and took a very wide line at the last few corners to a: let Slash past and b: avoid
ramming Matt Norman in the chicane, meaning I was 1 second slower than Pete over the race.  Grrr!)

As it was quite late by now, and there were few people who fancied any more punishment, we didn’t run
a “fun” race.  Quite fun, if you happened to stay upright and with an intact vehicle, but on the whole I
reckon that if we’re going to have two races in this part of the world, we ought to go to Curborough twice...
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Birmingham Overall Position Points
Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH Overall F U L A M F U L A M

11 Steve Slade Wasp F 17 35.5 22.1 1 1 20
92 Steve Donaldson Wasp F 17 34.9 21.7 2 2 15
36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina U 17 34.9 21.7 3 1 20
94 Dave Richards Sun Machine III U 17 33.6 20.9 4 2 15
74 Matt Norman Prone LP U 16 33.4 20.8 5 3 12
14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide U 15 31.3 19.5 6 4 10
68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike F 15 31.3 19.4 7 3 12
7 Roan Allen Hummingbird U 15 31.3 19.4 8 5 8
55 Roy MacDonald Wasp F 15 29.7 18.5 9 4 10
73 Tim Elsdale Prone LP U 15 29.6 18.4 10 6 6
54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 15 29.5 18.3 11 7 1 4 20
12 Chris Nason Blast 3 U 14 29.1 18.1 12 8 3
44 gNick Green Peter Ilich U 14 27.7 17.2 13 9 2
57 Paul Morantz Kingcycle U 14 27.4 17.1 14 10 1
6 John Olson Square Peg U 13 26.7 16.6 15 11
76 Nigel Leaper Low F 13 26.7 16.6 16 5 8
87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 13 25.9 16.1 17 12
24 Sherri Donaldson Kingcycle F/L 12 24.6 15.3 18 6 1 6 20
83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski U/L 12 24.4 15.2 19 13 2 15
2 Aarn Tate Arc 1 U 12 23.7 14.7 20 14
3 Richard Middleton Green Bicycle U 12 22.9 14.2 21 15
121 PsyclePath Wasp II F 10 20.4 12.7 22 7 4
90 Kevin Doran White Knight A/U/M 10 20.0 12.4 23 16 1 2 20 15
1 Mark Titchener Arc 2 U 9 18.3 11.4 24 17
86 Yan Sheen Windcheetah 6 F DNF N/A N/A N/A
17 Jonathan Woolrich Oscar II F DNF N/A N/A N/A
108 John Lafford Arrow 92B U DNF N/A N/A N/A
96 Derrick Tweddle Fast Donkey U DNF N/A N/A N/A
27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg F/L DNF N/A N/A N/A

Birmingham Slow Race
Number Name Vehicle Class Laps Km/h MPH Position
14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide U 15 31.3 19.5 1
7 Roan Allen Hummingbird U 15 31.3 19.4 2
54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah U/M 15 29.5 18.3 3
12 Chris Nason Blast 3 U 14 29.1 18.1 4
57 Paul Morantz Kingcycle U 14 27.4 17.1 5
6 John Olson Square Peg U 13 26.7 16.6 6
87 Dave Redknap Quadras U 13 25.9 16.1 7
24 Sherri Donaldson Kingcycle F/L 12 24.6 15.3 8
83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski U/L 12 24.4 15.2 9
2 Aarn Tate Arc 1 U 12 23.7 14.7 10
3 Richard Middleton Green Bicycle U 12 22.9 14.2 11
121 PsyclePath Wasp II F 10 20.4 12.7 12
90 Kevin Doran White Knight A/U/M 10 20.0 12.4 13
1 Mark Titchener Arc 2 U 9 18.3 11.4 14
96 Derrick Tweddle Velodynamics U DNF N/A N/A N/A
27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg F/L DNF N/A N/A N/A
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...all of which leaves the Championship Standings looking like this (if there are any disagreements, please
let me know):

Faired
Number Name Vehicle Points Position

11 Steve Slade Wasp 60 1
92 Steve Donaldson Wasp 45 2
55 Roy MacDonald Wasp 28 3
76 Nigel Leaper Low 26 4
68 Dave Larrington Marchant The Wonder Bike 19 5
86 Yan Sheen Windcheetah 6 16 6
17 Jonathan Woolrich Oscar II 12 7=
51 Tim Costen Kingcycle 12 7=
121 PsyclePath Wasp II 7 9=
24 Sherri Donaldson Kingcycle 7 9=
22 Paul London Kingcycle 3 11
40f Ian James Banana 2 12

Unfaired
Number Name Vehicle Points Position

94 Dave Richards Sun Machine III 50 1
36 Ian Chattington Ross XLR Festina 35 2
44 gNick Green Peter Ilich 24 3
108 John Lafford Arrow 92B 20 4
53 René Meek Speed Ross 18 5
7 Roan Allen Hummingbird 17 6
42 Simon Nef Birk 12 7=
74 Matt Norman Prone LP 12 7=
14 Pete Cox Lune Low Tide 10 9=
73 Tim Elsdale Prone LP 10 9=
8 Ken Brown Traction Avant 2 9 11
87 Dave Redknap Quadras 6 12
54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah 5 13
96 Derrick Tweddle Fast Donkey 4 14
12 Chris Nason Blast 3 3 15=
137 Ian Willett Ironing Board II 3 15=
29 Martyn Kemp Doober Jolly 2 17=
47 Terry Power Inversion 2 17=
57 Paul Morantz Kingcycle 1 19

Ladies
Number Name Vehicle Points Position

24 Sherri Donaldson Kingcycle 60 1
83 Susan Laughton Tchaikovski 39 2
27 Tina Larrington Hindenburg 30 3
Arm-P owered

Number Name Vehicle Points Position
90 Kevin Doran White Knight 40 1
Multitr ack

Number Name Vehicle Points Position
54 Marcus Hunt Windcheetah 55 1
90 Kevin Doran White Knight 27 2
30 Stephen King Bikefix Test 20 3
13 Brian Dalton Trice 15 4
52 Tim Hayes Trice 12 5
40 Ian James Slug 10 6
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Gentlemen, Shave Your Legs!

I was once praised by a member of the club for the fact that I obviously did not shave my legs for racing
(worrying HUH!).  A recent experience of mine has led me to the conclusion that roadies are not ‘hard
nosed poofs’ just because they shave their legs.  A number of you reading will know about my sliding
incident at the Wheels Centre and the resulting injuries.  Yes, YES, I know I was going too fast...  but
honestly it didn’t feel that fast on the previous laps.  Praise has to be given here for Geoff Bird’s superbly
fast handling Velodynamics TX bike.

I have reached a conclusion that women are the most masochistic gender/species on this planet.  No, I do
not mean they choose to give birth more than once... ...I’m referring to the removal of hairs from their limbs
by waxing.

Those of you who have experienced similar injuries to my own will be nodding sagely -  the pulling of hairs
from their natural rooted follicle is a sharp pain.  This can be exaggerated with a good area of raw flesh
next to the extraction area (not recommended, ladies).  For those true masochists, today’ s modern stretch
adhesive gauzes are very efficient at such extraction.

Just when you thought you had peaked on the pain meter, you make a new discovery:- Pads left for more
than one day adhere themselves to the raw flesh.  Tweaking the corner (after removal of adhesive gauze &
accompanying hairs) discourages any further curiosity until the pad has been doused with water and the
victim doused with numerous Guinness’ (what is the plural?).  As the pad comes free you relax a little...
then Mother Nature shows her warped sense of humour.  Yup...  there are still hairs in the wound and the
end cemented on the pad has more adhesion than a hair follicle...

Just when you think there cannot be a denser mass of hairs to exaggerate this whole experience you turn
your attention to the wound on your bum!!!

Have you been there? Enjoyed it? Get some therapy!
 ———————————

The true purpose of this letter was not to make people wince at the thought (or memory) of such activities,
but to hopefully start some correspondence on experiences with racing injuries.  Here is my experience for
what it is worth:-

Grit your teeth and clean the wound(s) immediately,  whilst the adrenaline etc.  is still flowing.  You don’t
notice the difference - honest! (I used baby wipes!!!).
It was recommended by a friend (nurse) that I use a wet method of dressing the wounds.  This involved a
pad (Kaltostat), which looks like discoloured fibre glass, has its origins in seaweed, but which seriously
draws the sh*t out of the wound.  You need to seal this to the wound using microporous dressings
(Tegaderm).  The next bit does not seem nice but should be expected.  The dressings can fill up, so you
have what appears to be a brown & mustard water bag attached to you.  In my case the damn’ thing
leaked, so I’d say you need to drain it occasionally to prevent leak/burst.  Although it was not nice to look
at, I persevered for 1+half days.  A visit to the doctors found the wounds in excellent condition, requiring
only a padded patch in one case, and gauze + dressing in the others.  Beware! You need a small bank loan
to pay for the Kaltostat & Tegaderm, but I think it is worth it.  The only area that scabbed or scarred badly
was where I’d reverted to standard pads.

Many, many thanks to Messrs Donaldson for the patching up.  It helped make the journey back to Bloxham
less painful.

So, I hear you say ...  is Twed going to shave his legs? .....  I don’t think so!  I’ll go for the not falling off
option!!

Regards,
Derrick Tweddle



Peter Ross, Crystal Engineering, Unit 1A Jubilee Wharf, Commercial Road,
Penryn, Cornwall TR10 8AQ

Phone / Fax 01326 378848
e-mail: tricehpv@globalnet.co.uk

WWW: http://www.cycling.co.uk/bikeshop
We supply the Trice recumbent tricycle, SpeedRoss recumbent bicycle and Festina XLR Low
Racer, with then GEM Sociable recumbent tricycle and Compact Tandem to follow.  All ma-
chines are available as framesets, and a wide range of accessories is also availeble:

Trice Now with 20x1.75 HP front / 26x1.95 rear tyres (20x1-3/8 / 700c optional), Shimano
Deore LX components. £1599 Frameset:  £1299

Sachs Trice Trice fitted with 30cc Sachs motor for powered assistance.  Maximum speed with power
assist 15mph, adds about 10kg £2100

Electric Trice Fitted with TGA electric motor.  Can be ridden without helmet, driving licence, tax or
insurance by anyone over 13. £TBA

Speed Ross Choice of above-seat or under-seat steering, choice of Shimano Deore LX or Shimano
STX components. LX:  £875

STX:  £825 Frameset:  £675.
Festina XLR Possibly the fastest unfaired recumbent in the UK.  Tail fairing available. £1100

Unpainted Frameset with front & rear wheels: £800
HPV's for the disabled available to special order - please call for details.
Build your own - plans for all models available £65
Rear fairing / luggage box, 120 litre capacity £295
Full fairing (GRP nose & nylon body) £400
Many other accessories (too numerous to list here - Ed) available.  Orders accepted with £200 deposit
(£150 for Speed Ross), delivery £25.  All prices include VAT.
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Suppliers & W ants

Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page £30.00
Half page £15.00

Approximately 450-500 copies of each issue are printed.  Entries in the "Suppliers and Wants" section
are free, and should not bear any obvious traces of the hands of a Spin Doctor.  We'll gladly do you one
as big and glossy as the size and production techniques of this magazine permit; please take out an
advert at the above rates.

Patrick Shaw, Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East
Sssex, RH18 5EE - New & s/h machines

Phone 01342 822847
STREETGLIDER - SWB with underseat Frameset: £795 inc. VAT
steering, 531 Longstaff frame with negative Complete bike from: £1350 inc. VAT
rake forks.

VISION RECUMBENT - The only convertible SWB / LWB in the UK.
Complete bike from:     £995 inc. VAT

SPARES: Tyres: 500A Michelin - £7.50 450A - £6.95.
HP tubes: 500x28A Michelin - £3.50 Swallow 500A/20" - £3.00

450/18" - £3.00
P&P add £0.50 per tube, £1.00 per tyre, to a maximum of £5.00. Credit cards welcome.
We also handle European subscription, back issues etc. for Recumbent Cyclist News.  Annual subscrip-
tion is £25.95.



Miles Kingsbury 01494 524004 / 450414
Enquiries to Neatwork - 01890 883456

KINGCYCLE recumbent Holder of the World 1 Hour Record for 4 years with the Bean

A quality and race-proven machine equally suited for commuting and touring.  There are many accesso-
ries available, including nose and tail fairings and a pattern for a cloth fairing.  Also available: wheel
discs, headrest, touring carriers.

Kingcycle complete with 21 speed indexing Sach 'New Success'
Groupset & Sturmey-Archer hub brakes  £1380 inc. VAT
As above but with Magura hydraulic brakes  £1500 inc. VAT
Frameset, for owner to fit with parts of choice    £820 inc. VAT
Front suspension supplied with the above    £246 inc. VAT
Rims for 450A & 24" tyres  £18.50 inc. VAT

Ask for details of the many other accessories

Aerobikes, PO Box 14079, Edinburgh, EH10 6YF
e-mail: 100412.363@compuserve.com

Phone 0131 477 7025
Offer the following range of compact long wheelbase models, which are highly suited
for both touring and commuting:

Aerobike Model T No suspension, caliper brakes, 3x7 gears   £995
Aerobike Commuter Rear suspension, Sachs 'Traxx' components £1200
Aerobike Tour Frame as above with Sachs 'Centera' components £1450
Aerobike Grand Tour Sachs 'Quarz' components, disk brake, rack, dynamo £1925
Aerobike Sprint Neat small-wheeled SWB for BHPC racing and leisure   £895
Aerotrike With full suspension and folding facility ready for release "early '97"

Also mail order. Everything you might need for making bike, trike, folder etc. including
tubing from 8mm to 50mm diameter.  Wheels, tyres, nuts and bolts,
gears, hubs, etc. etc.
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Simon Gershon, Orbit Cycles, Unit 18, City Road Trading Estate, 295 City
Road, Sheffield S2 5HH

Phone 0114 275 6567
Fax 0114 270 1016

e-mail: orbit@legend.co.uk
WWW: http://www.orbit-cycles.co.uk

In addition to our range of touring and racing bikes, city bikes and tandems, we also offer:
Orbit Crystal recumbent bicycle, Shimano Deore LX components, under-seat or above seat steering.

£795 Frameset: £575
Rear rack add £20
Rear mudguard add £8

Orbit cycles are available from many dealers nationwide.  In addition, you may visit our Sheffield factory
on alternate Saturdays between the start of May and the end of August - please call a few days in
advance to confirm that we are open!  We also offer a cycle hire scheme, for approximately £40-50 per
week - again, please call for details.  All prices include VAT.

Bicycling Books, 309 / 311 Horn Lane, London W3 0BU
Phone 0181 993 3484

"Possibly the greatest stock of bicycling books in the entire world" - ex-Ed



Seat Of The Pants Co. PO Box 5, Sale, Cheshire M33 4AP
Phone / Fax 0161 976 5662

Offers the following models:

The Burrows Windcheetah "Coolest Recumbent of Show", Interbike 1996 -
Robert Bryant, Recumbent Cyclist News £2,200 + VAT

The Pickup Will carry half a Brox with ease! £1,400 + VAT
The Velocità All-aluminium Sports / Touring SWB, with front

suspension as standard.  Now being
manufactured by The Seat Of The Pants Co. £1,540 + VAT

Copenhagen Pedersen We are now the UK importers.  Prices start at
around: £1,400

Recumbent Shorts Designed by Andy Wilkinson for his epic Lands
End - John O'Groats record-breaking ride.  The
only UK shorts made specifically for recumbent
riders.  Real chamois insert.  S/M/L £35.35 + £2.50 p&p

Highpath Engineering - Chris Bell / Dave Wrath-Sharman
Phone 01570 470035

Custom milled chainrings Any size, any shape
Custom freewheels 5 speed, 6 speed, 6 compact, 7 speed, 8 speed, 8 compact
Freehub sprockets Any size, alloy or steel
Also CNC machining, frame building and the undertaking of design work.
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FrameWorks, Loughborough, Leicestershire - Sean Kerslake
Phone 01509 268223

Offers all types of frame building - traditional and modern, prototype work, brazing and welding (MIG,
TIG, steel, aluminium, titanium, etc.) - making your dreams a reality!

Greenspeed, 69 Mountain Gate Drive, Ferntree Gully, VIC 3156,
Australia.

Phone +61 3 9758 5541
Fax +61 3 9752 4115

e-mail: greenshp@ozemail.com.au
WWW: http://www.ihpva.org/com/Greenspeed/

Greenspeed trikes are designed for touring, commuting, racing, or just having fun.  The have
been well tested on Outback Australia Tours, are world renowned for their handling qualities,
and have been successful in HPV racing.

GTR 20/20 Touring Trike, 63 speed, Sachs drums, rack, etc. A$3,500
GTR Sports Tourer Trike, 24 or 42 speed, Sachs Quarz, etc. A$4,200
GTT Tandem Trike, 63 speed, Sachs hydraulic discs, etc. A$6,000

Frame kits, plans and parts (e.g. kingpins) available.  Write, fax, e-mail, phone or visit for free informa-
tion package.

Valley Cycles, Wellingborough, Northants.
Phone 01933 271030

are now importing the CHALLENGE HURRICANE SWB recumbent bicycle.
Range of options include Sachs 3x7 gears, Magura Hydraulic brakes.
All models have rear suspension. Prices from: £1100
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Small Adz...

John Dare, 34 South Haven Close, Poole, Dorset, BH16 5BJ
Phone 01202 678304 (after 6 p.m.)

For sale: Windcheetah Trike (March '95) - as new, recurring health problem forces sale.  Quadruple
chainset / 28 speed, XT front & rear, carbon seat, Look pedals.  £1800 o.no.  "Sad to see it go, but it's just
not getting used."

Tim Edwards, Dunkeld Cycles
Phone 01350 726744

Racing Kingcycle, large: 20" rear with Hope Hydraulic Disc & Hubs - £1350.  Cost £1550 trade.  Or
could be standard 24" rear, £950.

Ian Sheen
Phone 0181 903 5015 (Home)

0171 492 1514 (Work)
Velocità, medium frame, carbon Moens seat, custom components, front suspension, rack, mudguards,
bar-ends, mirror, ect., etc.  Please ring for full details.  Offers around £900.

Hugh Haines, 22 Maningford Drive, Moorside, Sunderland, SR3 2RA
Phone 0191  528 1222

2 rear fairings - one each off Kingcycle & Trice - (or Crystal?).  Little used by Yak fanatic.  Collect (with
cash) at any reasonable offer to clear out.

Steve O'Donnell
Phone 01204 306659

Ross Trice, 1992 model, sort of reddish-orange.  Ofmega Alpine FT triple chainset, Sun Tour XCT
Accushift gears (7-speed), Sun Tour Bar-Con Powershift changers, Christophe pedals, Sturmey-
Archer Elite VT hubs, Rigida wheels.  Pristine condition, stored for past 15 months.  Cost £1000 then,
£750 now.

Ian Bennett, 5 Birdlip Close, Nailsea, Bristol BS19 2TG
Phone 01275 854908

Moulton APB, Shimano Plus, 9 months old.  £800 new.  For sale or (preferably) exchange for a
recumbent of some sort.  Any offers?

<Custom=Folder>, PO Box 15174, Glasgow G4 9LW
Dave Holladay Phone / Fax 0141 332 4733

offers a variety of interesting goodies, including:

Primo 37-349 tyres £14.95 + £1.50 p&p

Dave may also be able to supply Primo 37-451 tyres if there is sufficient demand, and is investigating the
sourcing of other items including IBC hydraulic brakes, small size Salmon mudguards, suspension forks
etc.

Middleburn Cycle Technology, Chris Dodman
Phone 01420 22995

In addition to their range of cranks and hubs, there are also chainrings.  The largest for each type are:
Compact drive (94mm PCD) 48T
Standard MTB (110mm PCD) 52T
Road (130mm PCD) 62T

Larger chainrings can be manufactured in small batches.



Heavy!

Wow, Man!  So
that's, like, what

it's for!

Have a, like, really groovy Summer Solstice!


